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Why Yela™?
Executive Summary
Yela is an integrated platform through which Independent Service Providers (ISVs) offer ondemand services such as transportation, food, lodging, and professional services to The
Rest of Us: the 99% of the world’s population that is not among the elite 1%. By integrating
these services into a single platform powered by low-cost Decentralized Finance (DeFi) on
the Solana blockchain, Yela expects to execute a classic low-end disruption using the costleadership strategy among ISVs and consumers for whom the services of the on-demand
industry’s incumbents—Uber, AirBnB, FoodPanda, etc.—are simply too expensive. Yela’s
platform exposes two key products: YelaLife™ and YelaWallet™, discussed below.

Yela’s Vision
A world in which The Rest of Us improve our lives by accessing and offering on-demand
services with Yela.

Yela's Mission
To make it easy for The Rest of Us to improve our lives with Yela.
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YelaLife™
YelaLife™ is an integrated suite of decentralized applications (abbreviated “dapps”),
developed by Yela Protocol Inc., through which Independent Service Providers (ISVs) offer
on-demand services to nearby consumers:
YelaRides™: Local transportation & delivery services (like Uber and Grab);
YelaBuy™: Local “buy anything” service, including food (like UberEats and FoodPanda)
and NFTs;
YelaRent™: Lodging services (like AirBnB and Agoda) and also meeting rooms,
billboards, etc.;
YelaPeople™: Local personal or professional services (like Angie’s List and MD.com);
And future similar services.
Through YelaLife, Yela acts as an intermediary that connects consumers and ISVs, just as
Uber, AirBnB, FoodPanda, and similar on-demand service platforms do.
YelaLife is implemented on Solana, a low-cost, high-speed, fast-growing Distributed
Finance (DeFi) platform. The low costs of the Solana DeFi platform (compared to the
traditional financial system and to other DeFi platforms such as Ethereum) enable Yela to
charge its service providers lower fees. Yela’s lower fees enable service providers to offer
lower prices on YelaLife than on competing apps while earning higher profits. These lower
prices and higher profits are expected to help Yela rapidly expand its ecosystem.
Yela expects to enable sellers and buyers in any given transaction to rate the other party’s
performance in that transaction, much as riders rate Uber drivers and lodgers rate AirBnB
hosts. Buyers’ ratings of sellers are expected to be published on the seller’s public profile.
Sellers’ ratings of buyers are available to other sellers (much as drivers’ ratings of Uber’s
riders are available to other Uber drivers, and hosts’ ratings of AirBnB lodgers are available
to other AirBnB hosts). However, buyers’ ratings are not expected to be available to the
general public.
YelaLife can be seen as the “Microsoft Office” of on-demand services, combining goodenough functionality into a single, integrated suite. None of the applications in Microsoft
Office were, initially, the “best of breed,” but by bundling them together and implementing
a standard user experience across them all, Office’s applications outcompeted their bestof-breed competitors, earning enormous revenues for decades. Yela expects YelaLife to do
the same, with each YelaLife dapp supporting the others in a positive feedback loop.
Yela expects to avoid offering services that are highly regulated, such as custodial wallets,
banking, insurance, gambling, etc., because dealing with regulators would slow Yela down.
However, such services could be added to YelaLife if circumstances change.
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YelaWallet™
Yela’s wallet (YelaWallet™) is non-custodial, single-signature, and multi-chain, with
secure, integrated escrow and chat, for The Rest of Us. Here’s what those terms mean
for you.
Wallet: A digital fortress in which you store your digital assets, enabling you to send,
receive, and transfer some or all of those assets, much as you use cash in your physical
wallet.
Digital Assets: Any asset embodied entirely in digital information, such as
cryptocurrency coins (including Bitcoin’s Bitcoin, Ethereum’s Ether, Solana’s SOL, etc.),
utility tokens (such as Yela’s YLP), and Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs).
Non-custodial: To ensure maximum security, Yela never knows (that is, never “takes
custody of”) your private keys, which are the passwords to your individual digital assets.
These, you must store securely outside of Yela.
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Single-signature: You, and only you, have access to the contents of your digital fortress,
ensuring that no one can ever access it except you.
Multi-chain: Bitcoin’s Bitcoin is native to Bitcoin’s blockchain, whereas Ethereum’s Ether
is native to Ethereum’s blockchain and Solana’s SOL is native to Solana’s blockchain.
Your Yela wallet can store coins and tokens from these and any other [block]chains,
including Yela’s own token, YLP.
Escrow: Many kinds of transactions require, or are facilitated by, the use of secure
escrow—that is, placing some or all of the transaction’s digital assets in a separate
account that is not accessible by either transacting party until mutually-agreed
conditions are met. Therefore, escrow is built into Yela. This is done using smart
contracts without the need for money to move.
Chat: Many kinds of transactions require, or are facilitated by, secure communications
between the transacting parties. Therefore, chat is built into Yela. There are two chat
modules, encrypted and free. Which has call and video support and the other is a paid
blockchain chat module.
The Rest of Us: The 99% of the world’s population who are not members of the elite 1%.
Complemented by 24/7/365 customer support, Yela’s unique combination of features
makes Yela the easiest, most secure, and least expensive platform for consumers and
ISVs: On-Demand Services for The Rest of Us.
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Business Model
Philosophy
At the highest level, Yela’s philosophy can be summed up in one phrase: Never reinvent
the wheel. Every product Yela offers, every strategy that Yela follows, and every other
aspect of Yela has been already proven to be successful by others.

Strategy
Yela’s strategy is a classic low-end disruption through cost leadership that offers an
integrated suite of “good enough” services to customers at the bottom of the market at
a lower price than the industry’s incumbents.
Every trade-off in Yela’s business model is (as per Porter) aligned with Yela’s “low-end
disruption through cost leadership” strategy. For example:
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Yela targets Solana because Solana is currently the lowest-cost blockchain among
the Top 5 blockchains, while also offering excellent scalability and sustainability
compared to its Top 5 rivals. Targeting a blockchain outside the Top 5 would
introduce technology risk that would go against Yela’s “never reinvent the wheel”
philosophy.
YelaLife’s services are integrated into a single suite to provide a user experience (UX)
that reduces the user’s time and effort—that is, the user’s cost—of learning to use
Yela’s services. By reducing the user’s cost, this UX integration reinforces Yela’s costleadership strategy. The incumbents, being stand-alone firms, are almost certainly
unwilling to coordinate a similar degree of UX uniformity across their services. Hence,
UX integration is also an example of what Porter calls a “unique activity” that Yela’s
leading competitors will be unable to duplicate, which makes Yela’s advantage
sustainable vs. the incumbents.
Yela’s integration of Chat and Escrow into the YelaWallet (especially when combined
with YelaContracts) reduces Yela’s service providers’ cost of doing business, which
enables them to charge lower prices to their customers, which makes Yela those
customers’ preferred platform for on-demand services.
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Revenue streams
Yela has many potential revenue streams:
Transaction fees from buyers, sellers, or both.
Escrow fees from buyers, sellers, or both.
Ad revenue for ads displayed to users within YelaLife, the YelaWallet, or both.
User fees to hide ads displayed within YelaLife, the YelaWallet, or both.
Commissions from partners (for example, from insurance providers on policies they
sell to YelaRides drivers).
Sales of standard, off-the-shelf smart contracts (see Paid Chat, below).
Sales of Discount NFTs (see Discount NFTs, below).
Staking fees for staking Yela’s tokens (see Technology, below).

Generally speaking, ecosystem partners are delighted when high fees are lowered, but
rebel when low fees are raised. Therefore, we expect to start with relatively high fees
(compared to the super-low fees that we could charge, but much lower than
incumbents such as Uber, AirBnB, etc.) and then lower them to accelerate the Yela
ecosystem’s growth.
Transaction fees are at the same rates of Solana which is .00025 and up which are
minimal. We make money by charging maximum 5% fees or less for the service bill
inclusive of the transaction fees. This covers our marketing, admin and running costs.
The more your service is used the lower the fees get.

Target customers
Yela targets The Rest of Us—the 99% of the world’s population that is not in the global
elite. More specifically, Yela expects to execute a Wall*Mart-like strategy of targeting
communities that are not able to be consumers or ISVs due to pricing of Uber, AirBnB,
etc.
Market Fit has already been proven by the incumbent on-demand service providers
such as Uber and AirBnB. Yela makes is easy for The Rest of Us to buy and sell the ondemand services that they already want, but can’t currently afford.
Although Yela will be available globally on launch, Yela expects to use small advocacy
teams to target specific communities, bringing the targeted communities up to a selfsustaining level of Yela-use before shifting to adjacent communities. Such advocacy
teams are expected to be inexpensive yet could generate ample coverage on social and
traditional media when they enter a new community, such that Yela-adoption spreads
faster than the teams themselves. Where networks of people who offer a similar service
already exist—such as a street vendors’ association or a driver’s association
- Yela will leverage them to accelerate their members’ adoption of Yela.
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Technology
Yela’s technical risk is low, because Yela is developing no core technologies of its own,
relying instead on established and market-proven technologies.
Yela’s decentralized architecture is built on Solana, which has been up and running
since 2018. Solana has a market cap of approximately US$30 billion, has hosted over
US$60 billion in transactions to date, and has the fastest-growing developer community
among the Top 5 platforms (Electric Capital Developer Report 2021, slide 61). Solana is a
safe choice for Yela.
Yela’s YLP token is implemented on Solana with a Proof-of-Stake consensus
mechanism, which is a proven and well-understood technology. Staked YLP tokens are
expected to earn a return of 20% per year, paid in YLP. Yela’s software is implemented
using industry-standard blockchain programming languages (Solidity, Rust, JavaScript),
libraries (Ethers, React), tools (OpenZeppelin, HardHat), and services (Arweave, Neuton).
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Tokenomics
Initial Token Distribution (YLP)
Who

Percentage

Terms

Staking & Liquidity

77%

Team

7%

4-year vesting with a 1-year cliff*

Company reserves

6%

4-year vesting with a 1-year cliff*

Marketing & Development

4%

Community Rewards &
Rewards Pool

3%

Legal & Advisory

2%

Investors
Seed Round ($0.2/YLP)

0.1%

Locked until Public Round

Private Round ($0.45/YLP)

0.9%

Locked until Public Round

Public Round ($1/YLP)

TBD

From “Staking & Liquidity”

TOTAL

100%
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Tokens: YLP and YLPC
As described above, Yela’s primary utility token, YLP, is expected to be used to operate,
govern, and pay the operating expenses of Yela. These uses place a specific set of
constraints on the management of YLP.
Yela expects to make it easy for its service providers to offer incentive advertising, in
which consumers are paid to interact with ads. Incentive advertising has been proven to
be effective if well-designed, and is particularly attractive to the members of Yela’s
relatively poor target demographic. This functionality has a set of constraints that are
completely different from the constraints on YLP, and so, in addition to YLP, Yela also
expects to offer a secondary utility token called YLPC. Yela expects to use its YLPC token
primarily to reward consumers for interacting with incentivized ads.
Yela further expects that consumers will spend their ad-derived YLPC tokens to pay for:
Yela’s Paid Chat service (see below);
Yela’s Discount NFTs (see below);
YelaContracts (see below); and
Other services that Yela expects to offer in the future, such as audio chat, video chat,
and group videoconferencing.

Paid Chat
Legal services are generally outside the reach of most users and general target
demographic, yet (for example) even the simplest street vendors, their suppliers, and
their customers are sometimes involved in business-related disputes. The Unique
Selling Point of Yela’s Paid Chat is that its messages are archived, in encrypted form, on
Solana’s blockchain, so that they can be used to prove what really happened in “he said,
she said” business disputes.
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YelaContracts™
Yela expects to combine Paid Chat with the ability to purchase standard, off-the-shelf
smart contracts (like these) tailored to Yela’s ISVs’ most common use-cases and most
popular jurisdictions. Selling these smart contracts would be another revenue stream for
Yela which exploits Yela’s core competency in the development of such smart contracts.
Furthermore, offering YelaContracts™ supports Yela’s low-end disruption strategy,
because standard smart contracts could dramatically reduce the cost of standard
commercial interactions, placing them within the reach of YelaLife’s relatively-poor
service providers.
Yela expects that the combination of Paid Chat and YelaContracts™ will accelerate the
growth of Yela’s revenue, marketing buzz, and ecosystem.
YelaContracts™ may create a downside risk of running afoul of the regulations
surrounding the unlicensed offering of legal services, similar to Uber’s risk regarding
regulations in the taxi industry and AirBnB’s risk regarding regulations in the hotel
industry. These regulatory risks have not prevented Uber or AirBnB from becoming
globe-spanning unicorns. Similarly, the half-century-long success of Nolo Press suggests
that this risk may not be as significant as might be imagined and that said risk could be
effectively managed. (Indeed, one could imagine a partnership between YelaContracts
and Nolo.) Just as with Uber and AirBnB, victory is likely to rely on rapid growth that
creates an installed base of happy customers that vastly outnumbers the disgruntled
minority, with said minority being co-opted into Yela’s ecosystem as service providers
through YelaPeople™.
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As with the rest of Yela, YelaContracts simply applies the cost-cutting power of DeFi to a
proven business model: in this case, to Nolo’s model.
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Discount NFTs (DNFTs)
Yela expects to sell Discount NFTs (DNFTs) that act as discount coupons for goods
and/or services purchased through Yela.
The features of a given DNFT are defined by its smart contract. DNFT smart contracts
define at least the following characteristics:
Discount: The discount to be applied to the service. This is expected to never exceed
5%. This 5%, being the same as Yela’s vendor transaction fee, doubles the vendors’
cost to 10%, which is still merely a third of the 30% that incumbent services take.
Sellers: The defining characteristics of the sellers who cannot, validly, refuse to
redeem the DNFT.
Buyers: The defining characteristics of the buyers who may, validly, redeem the
DNFT.
Other terms and conditions: Any other terms and conditions, such as “buy one, get
one free.”
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For example, the USA’s Pizza Industry Council might pay Yela to offer, for sale to all Yela
users, a DNFT that provided a 5% discount on all pizzas bought through YelaBuy in the
USA on National Pizza Day (February 9th). Such a DNFT might be valid for one pizza, for
one entire pizza order, or apply only to the first $100 of a pizza order, or perhaps apply to
any single order of any value from a single vendor per Pizza Day per year for a decade.
The price of the DNFT would, presumably, reflect its terms and conditions, but the cost
of the DNFT to Yela would always be quite low, that being the cost of organizing and
issuing the DNFT (on Yela’s network) and marketing it (largely through ads within
YelaWallet and YelaLife). Yela’s marketing of the DNFT would promote the buying of
pizzas on National Pizza Day, thus increasing the sales of Yela’s pizza-selling service
providers, while Yela pocketed a handsome profit.
Similarly, many school-based groups in the USA raise money by selling coupon books that is, printed books full of paper coupons that entice consumers to visit local retailers
that they might not otherwise try. Yela could organize and sell DNFT Collections that
offered the same benefits for everyone involved, but at lower cost, so that they all earned
more profit.
Yela expects to gamify its DNFTs in ways that bring attention and status to Yela’s mostoften or most-heavily discounted vendors.Yela also expects to incorporate DNFTs into
future services mentioned on Yela’s timeline, such as tourism guided by Augmented
Reality (AR).
Finally, Yela expects to reward its early investors by offering them the opportunity to buy
limited-edition, flat-percentage DNFTs, so that they can not only earn money, but save
money too.
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Use of Profits
Yela expects that its profits will be invested primarily in three activities: token Buybacks,
Staking & Liquidity, and Ecosystem Enhancement, as follows:

Token buybacks
Yela expects that a third of its profits will be used to buy back its own YLP tokens (from
the open market) on a regular basis, adding the purchased tokens to Yela’s Company
Reserves.

Staking & Liquidity
Yela expects that a third of its profits will be added to Yela’s Staking & Liquidity Pool,
where they will earn interest, paid from said Yela’s Staking & Liquidity Pool.

Ecosystem Enhancement
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Yela expects that a third of its profits will be invested in maintaining and expanding its
ecosystem: maintenance and development of Yela’s product line, marketing,
community affairs, developer relations, etc. In this category, one percent of Yela’s overall
profits is expected to be devoted to the central pillar of Yela’s ecosystem: the continued
incentivization of its core team, despite the escalating war for talent in the Web3
industry.

Government crypto regulation
Yela has submitted its application to register its YLP token in the UAE.
The YelaWallet avoids the most onerous wallet regulations by being non-custodial.
Similarly, as a utility token, Yela’s YLP is expected to be only lightly regulated compared
to crypto currency tokens (also known as “coins”).
Nonetheless, new regulations remain one of Yela’s main risks, as is true for any and all
companies that rely on blockchain technology.
Using Geo localization and partnerships with governments , we will work with countries
who have CBDC country based digital currencies to be the main form of payment while
the transaction fees will be YLP tokens. Meaning your paid transaction is in local
currency and fees. This should reduce the regulations against our application as well as
Tokens.
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Timeline
2015

2016

Yela conceived

2018

Yela Protocol Inc.
incorporated

Yela streamlined

2022

Yela decentralized
Proof-of-concept R&D
completed
Jurisdiction finalized: UAE
First partnerships
established
Utility token registration
submitted (UAE)
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TODAY (2022)
YLP utility token registration approved (UAE)
Seed Round & DNFT sales begin
YelaWallet 1.0 Released
Private Round
YelaLife 1.0 Released
Audits / Compliance
YLP listed on token exchanges
Public Round
Marketing / Development
Off-grid wallet
Anti Profiteering
Disaster Reporting
2023

Charity platform

AR Guide

2025

Medical platform
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Core Team
Ritish Rajan Dorai, CEO
Having a vision and seeing it through at any
cost, having built and profitably exited
successful startups like IUP (Instant
Universal Payments (Panama). Yela has been
a project 6 years in the making awaiting the
right technology to leverage on. He has an
uncanny ability to use the intelligence
around him to create successful business.

Anish Anand, CTO
Anish works in leadership roles across
technology and marketing, and has
experience working with teams across
different geographical locations,
technologies, and business functions. He has
been in numerous startups and has had
successful exits. He is currently working on
Yela as well as some other projects including
some in the government sector, in India.

Christophe Moulard, CFO
Christophe, besides being heading a few
Micheline Star restaurants in Thailand for fun
as a chef, has been in the financial markets
for 25 years now. He has consulted Thai
Royalty to various businesses around the
globe streamlining and expanding their
various projects. His meticulous care for
safeguarding investors funds and valuable
insight will definitely be useful for Yela.
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Core Team cont...
Teng Kingston, UAE Relations
Teng is Yela’s partner in the UAE, where he has established decades-long
relationships that Yela is already leveraging.

Jim Plamondon, Ecosystem Lead
Based on his decades of experience in
Platform Evangelism at Microsoft,
Rackspace, etc., Jim is committed to
building, training, and leading the team that
establishes Yela as the de facto standard
platform for On-Demand Services for The
Rest of Us.

In addition to the Core Team above, Yela has approximately a dozen developers and
other staff committed to join Yela full-time upon the successful completion of Yela’s
Seed Round.
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External Links
For more information on Yela, please visit:
YelaYela.com (corporate website)
Discord
Reddit
Facebook
CrunchBase
Twitter
Domain
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Github
In The News
Magic

THANK YOU, AND WE LOOK
FORWARD TO MUTUAL PROFITS.
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